YOUR CHOICE. YOUR VOTE.

HAVE YOU REGISTERED TO VOTE?

YES!  NO!
Dr. Bond recently added two more publications to his curriculum vitae! 

**#1:** Following your “friend”: Social media and the strength of adolescents’ parasocial relationships with media personae in *Cyberpsychology, Behavior, & Social Networking*

**#2:** Exploring the relationship between computer-mediated communication, sexual identity commitment, and well-being among lesbian, gay, and bisexual adolescents in *Communication Research Reports*

Dr. Tullis was invited to Bridges Academy to discuss spirituality and health, and how spirituality is enacted in medical settings. This lecture explored the research about spirituality in a variety of healthcare settings, and provided an opportunity to reflect upon their own beliefs and how those beliefs influence healthcare decisions. She provided strategies for communicating with healthcare practitioners and loved ones. #rockedit!

Dr. Chung was featured in Modern Luxury San Diego magazine for their “Meet the Changemakers” spotlight!

Professor Bridges’ Parade cover feature called “Exceptional Minds: Movie Magic,” which is about a visual effects studio in LA that trains and only employs young adults on the autism spectrum -- who work on major movie hits -- is a finalist for a Folio Eddie award!
We had three of our very own USD Communication Studies students present their work at the UCSD Undergraduate Research Conference this past summer! Check them out!

Melinda Sevilla
“Stereotyping of Characters on Latino-Based Television Programs”

Olivia Gonzalez
“The Power of a Frog on a Unicycle: Investigating Youth Meme Participation”

Kevin Do
“The Development and Negotiation of an Asian-American’s Identity: A Pop Cultural Direction”

Huge congrats to our students!
Growing up in one of the busiest city in San Francisco, Chinatown, Keige enjoys meeting people who are fun, warm and lively. He prefers traveling alone as he gets to meet new friends and immerse in the countries' culture.

Other than traveling, He likes cooking and absolutely loves the egg tarts in Hong Kong as well as the vibe in NYC, and is very excited about moving there in 2 months!

"Always eat Probiotics like yogurt and kombucha for $10 before traveling so that you do not have to worry about falling sick! "

USD Graduate 2011
Born & Raised: San Francisco/ East Bay
Current: SanDiego, Moving to NYC
Work : Global SEO Specialist @ iProspect
Bucket list: Chile, Norway, Sweden & Denmark
SAVE THE DATE

LAMBDA PI ETA
APPLICATION DUE!

To submit any items for the Nov 2016 COMMunity Buzz, contact
James Bartoli and Cristina Ramos
jbartoli@sandiego.edu
cristinar@sandiego.edu

MOVIE SCREENING
WARREN AUDITORIUM
IN SOLES @ 6PM
GET READY

MOVIE SCREENING
WARREN AUDITORIUM
IN SOLES @ 5:30PM
October’s Community Buzz

Student Updates:
Summer 2016 Research Students include:
- Olivia Gonzalez: The Power of a Frog on a Unicvucule: Investigating Youth Meme Participation
- Kevin Do: The Development and Negotiation of an Asian-American’s Identity: A Pop Cultural Direction
- Melinda Sevilla: Stereotyping of Characters on Latino-Based Television Programs

They took part in the UCSD Undergraduate Research Conference.

Faculty Updates:
- Dr. Chung was featured in Modern Luxury San Diego magazine for their “Meet the Change-makers” spotlight.
- Professor Bridges’ Parade cover feature called “Exceptional Minds: Movie Magic,” which is about a visual effects studio in LA that trains and only employs young adults on the autism spectrum -- who work on major movie hits -- is a finalist for a Folio Eddie award!
- Dr. Bond recently added two more publications to his name. They include: (1) Following your “friend”: Social media and the strength of adolescents’ parasocial relationships with media personae in Cyberpsychology, Behavior, & Social Networking; (2) Exploring the relationship between computer-mediated communication, sexual identity commitment, and well-being among lesbian, gay, and bisexual adolescents in Communication Research Reports

Alumni Updates:
Keige Tom
- USD Graduate 2011
- Born and Raised: San Francisco/East Bay
- Current: San Diego, Moving to NYC
- Work: Global SEO Specialist @ iProspect
- Bucket List: Chile, Norway, Sweden, & Denmark
- Bilingual in English and Spanish
- Worked in USD Vista
- Enjoys outdoor activities like rock climbing
- Was a Spanish instructor
- Quotes: “Don't worry so much about money...” “Always ear Probiotics like yogurt and kombucha for $10 before traveling so that you do not have to worry about falling sick!”
- He enjoys meeting people who are fun, warm, and lively. He prefers travelling alone as he gets to meet new friends and immerse in the countries’ culture.
- He likes cooking and loves the egg tarts in Hong Kong, as well as the vibe in NYC.

Save the Date:
- October 10: Lambda Pi Eta Application Due
- October 18: Movie Screening in Warren Auditorium (SOLES) @ 6PM
- November 3-12: San Diego Asian Film Festival
- November 21: Movie Screening in Warren Auditorium (SOLES) @ 5:30PM

Visit http://www.sandiego.edu/vote/ for more information!

If you’re not registered to vote, you get no choice.

NO CHOICE = NO VOTE
REGISTER TO VOTE BY OCTOBER 24!

Register to Vote by October 24!